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NEW QUESTION: 1
Drag the technology on the left to the matching routing protocol on the right.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have an Azure subscription that contains an Azure virtual machine named VM1. VM1 runs
Windows Server 2016 and is part of an availability set.
VM1 has virtual machine-level backup enabled.
VM1 is deleted.
You need to restore VM1 from the backup. VM1 must be part of the availability set.
Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions
from the list of actions to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
A "Case Study" content type includes an entity reference field "field_related_product," to
associate each Case Study with a "Product" node You are asked to add a sidebar block to the
Product node display that shows a list of related case studies How can you build this
functionality?
A. Add "field_related_product" to the Product content type and use css to display the field in

the sidebar region
B. Create a View of Case Study nodes, with a relationship to content referenced from
field_related_product, and a contextual filter by ID using the relationship, set to use "Content
ID from URL." Add the block to the Product nodes display
C. Create a view of Product nodes, with a relationship to field_related_product, and add the
title field using the relationship Add the block to the Product nodes display
D. Add *ne "show related content" block to the Product nodes display Set it to include only
nodes of type
"Case Study."
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
Click on the exhibit.
An LDP tunnel is established on R1-R2-R4-R6 because the link between routers R3 and R6 is
down. With the LDP-IGP Sync feature enabled, what happens immediately after the link is
restored?
A. A new LDP session is established on R1-R3-R6 as soon as router R1 receives a new label for
router R6.
B. The LDP session remains unchanged until router R3 stops advertising the maximum metric
for the link to router R6.
C. The LDP session remains unchanged until the existing path R1-R2-R4-R6 goes down.
D. A new LDP session is established on R1-R3-R6 as soon as the FIB is updated.
Answer: B
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